GS01 - BITE SWITCH USER MANUAL

WARNINGS
• While removing your Bite Switch from your GlassOuse
or other devices, pay attention not to damage the wire
joining points both on the 3.5mm jack connector and
the Bite Switch module parts.
• Do not immerse Bite Switch in water for cleaning
purposes. Only clean silicone cover piece after
removing it from the Bite Switch module.

BITE SWITCH
Having been tested 100.000 times under 3 tons of pressure,
even tough Bite Switch is genuinely designed for GlassOuse V1.2,
you can connect it to any kind of adapted device oﬀering a
mono 3.5mm jack connector plug in for external switch controls
since it works with short circuit low signals. Made of durable
and solid materials, its ﬂexible wire cable allows you to adjust
the switch position according to your needs and it is super
lightweight - only 7.2 grams.
Bite Switch’s silicone cover piece is made of certiﬁed
non-carcinogenic waterproof material and has a RoHS
certiﬁcate. With its simple removal, Bite Switch cover can be
cleaned easily and it oﬀers a hygienic everyday use. To clean
the silicone cover, remove it carefully and rinse it in water or
use a damp cloth. Please be sure that the cover piece is fully
dried inside before putting it back onto the Bite Switch tip.
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USER MANUAL
SWITCH CONNECTION
1. Plug Bite Switch to your device via mono 3.5mm jack connector.
2. Adjust the position of Bite Switch wire until you feel comfortable enough to do clicking action.
3. Press the switch to activate your device.

GS01 - BITE SWITCH
Lenght: 183mm x Width: 18.2mm x Thickness: 10.5mm
Weight: 7.2g
Cable Length: 110mm
Activation Force: 300-g
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